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Abstract 
Objective: We constructed 3D-model of ONFH in computer according to three-dimensional com-
puterized tomography (3D-CT) data. We determined the location and volume of necrosis to inves-
tigate its clinical efficacy. Method: Totally 92 hips (59 cases) with ONFH (44 males, 15 females) 
were included, with mean age of 37.5 years (range from 26 to 58). Totally 20 cases (35 hips) were 
induced by corticosteroid (CTSs), 31 (49 hips) induced by alcohol, 4 (4 hips) induced by trauma 
and 4 (4 hips) idiopathic. All the hips were categorized into stage ARCO II. Finally diagnosed by 
MRI, all hips were scanned by CT to acquire data in DICOM format. The images were imported into 
software to extract 3D-shape of femoral heads, necrotic foci, their volumes and distribution in 
each quadrant. Deviation of volumes between digital image and biopsy specimen was analyzed by 
SAS9.1 package. Correlativity between collapse and volume of necrosis under specific pathoge-
neses was also analyzed. Among the cases necessitating total hip arthroplasty (THA) due to ad-
vancing to ARCO III, we randomly selected 8 of them to perform 3D-CT scanning thrice prior to 
surgical operation. Total femoral heads harvested were torn asunder. Cubic capacity of femoral 
heads and necrotic foci were hereby measured and compared with those acquired from digital 
models. Result: Through the digital model, necrotic foci were found mainly locating within the su-
per lateral portion of femoral head, coinciding with those observed in biopsy specimen. Average 
volumetric ratio of digitally acquired necrosis focus/femoral head in 58 collapsed hips was 36.8%. 
The ratio of the 34 hips without collapse was 17.3%. In collapsed femoral heads, the distribution 
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of necrosis focus was 23.4% in quadrant 1 (q1), 23.6% in q2, 12.1% in q3, 14.4% in q4, 9.0% in q5, 
11.8% in q6, 1.6% in q7 and 3.9% in q8. In femoral heads without collapse, the distribution was 
34.2% in q1, 29.6% in q2, 11.8% in q3, 11.3% in q4, 6.0% in q5, 6.0% in q6, 0.5% in q7 and 0.4% 
in q8. As for the average cubic capacities of femoral heads and necrotic foci, those acquired from 
the digital model and biopsy specimen had no significant difference in matched-pairs test (t = 
−1.49, P = 0.179 for femoral heads and t = −1.52, P = 0.172 for necrotic foci). There was significant 
difference (F = 2.720, P = 0.035 < 0.05) among volumetric ratios of necrotic focus/total femoral 
head under different pathogeneses, which were 33.55% in alcohol-induced cases, 26.74% in the 
CTSs-induced, 40.41% in the trauma-induced, and 18.39% in idiopathic cases. Shapes of necrotic 
foci could be subdivided into 5 types: vault, sublobe, dumbbell, ball and petal. The distribution of 
these 5 types of shape was different among necroses caused by CTSs, alcohol, trauma and idi-
opathic pathogeneses. The distribution in 58 collapsed femoral heads was also distinct from that 
in 34 femoral heads without collapse. Through multinomial logistic regression, we analyzed the 
correlativity among volumetric ratios of necrotic tissue, its distribution in q2(superioanteriomedial 
portion of femoral head) and collapse. The result showed statistical significance (P was respec-
tively 0.0001 and 0.0005). Decision tree model showed that 94.6% (53/56) hips would progress 
into collapse if the volumetric ratio of necrotic tissue was over 23.48%. Otherwise, if distribution 
in q2 was over 45.13%, 83.3% (5/6) hips would progress into collapse. No collapse (0/30) would 
occur if the distribution of necrotic tissue in q2 was under 45.13%. Conclusion: Digital 3D-model 
reconstructed from CT scanning can precisely incarnate spatial orientation of necrotic foci in fe-
moral head. Multinomial logistic regression and decision-making tree shows that volumetric ratio 
of necrotic tissues plays an important role in anticipating collapse of femoral head. 
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1. Introduction 
Osteonecrosis of the femoral head (ONFH) is prevalent in orthopedic practice, especially inflicting the young 
and middle-aged patients. They have similar pathological changes and reparative process, no matter their etio-
logical factors are traumatic or non-traumatic. Without proper treatment, about 80% femoral head will proceed 
to collapse within 1 to 4 years after invasion [1] [2]. Once femoral head collapses, it will inevitably develop to 
ostearthritis. Hip joints will be severely impaired and doom to undergo THA. But its long-term curative effect is 
not satisfactory because non-traumatic ONFH always inflict young and middle-aged patients with high-demands, 
which necessitate therapies to reserve the femoral heads. Fortunately, not all the ONFH proceeds to collapse. To 
prevent or defer collapse through early intervention is feasible to release patients from or postpone THA. Thus 
the health care cost is saved and suffering from the ill is mitigated. Among the factors leading to collapse, area, 
cubic capacity and location of necrotic foci are generally accepted as the major ones. After final diagnosis, 
3D-CT can further analyze the range of necrotic tissue and assess the collapse, along with detecting the location, 
size and boundary of necrotic foci. Importing all the data from 3D-CT into computerized imagery and quantita-
tive system, stereoscopic model of femoral head will be reconstructed. Ocular demonstration will be thereby es-
tablished to identify the location, volume and shape of the necrotic foci in a directly perceived way to facilitate 
the accuracy and reliability of clinical diagnosis. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Materials 
Two measuring graduates with volume of 400 ml and scales divided into 1 ml. Two injection syringes with vo-
lume of 5 ml. Hacksaw with its blade as thin as 1 mm. One straight handheld curette and pointed rongeur for-
ceps. 
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2.2. Selection of Patients 
Fifty-nine cases of ONFH patients in stage of ARCO II (92 hips were inflicted). Forty-four of them are male and 
fifteen of them are female. Their average age is 37.5 years (from 26 to 58 years old). Twenty cases are induced 
by CTSs (35 hips are involved). Thirty-one cases are induced by alcohol (49 hips are involved). Four cases are 
induced by trauma (4 hips are involved). Four cases are idiopathic (4 hips are involved).  

2.3. Follow-Up Procedures 
Collapse of femoral heads is the end-point for follow-ups. The non-collapsed femoral heads should be observed 
for at least 24 months. All the patients are examined by 3D-CT every 6 months. Finally 6 cases (involving 8 hips) 
are randomly selected from all the collapsed ones. These cases are scanned by 3D-CT before THA. The speci-
mens of femoral heads are taken out during surgical operation, followed by biopsy measurement. 

2.4. Collection of Topographic Data from CT 
Once diagnosed as ONFH in stage of ARCO II by MRI, every patient should have their both hips examined by 
3D-CT. Radiographs of hip joints in coronal, axial and sagittal views are hereby acquired. The manufacturer of 
CT machine is Toshiba (16 layers and multi-lines). Each layer is as thick as 1 mm with pitch of 1.5. Other pa-
rameters include 120 kv, 260 mA, mAs 187. Window width is 2000 HU. Window level is 300 HU. Matrix is 
512 × 512. Hip joints are held in neutral position with flexion to 0˚ and external rotation to 10˚. Raw data ac-
quired from CT are imported to compact disc in DICOM format. 

2.5. Reconstructing Steric Model of Femoral Head in Computer 
1) Raw data of sliced images in DICOM format are imported into MRIcro software and packed into an img 

(image) mirror file and an hdr (high-dynamic range) file (Figure 1).  
2) The hdr files are opened in our independently developed software as images. The sliced 3D-CT images are 

imported into the dissection interface in order to identify and discriminate the necrotic tissue from femoral 
heads.  

3) Once priming the dissection, the software automatically enters the dissection interface and generates a las-
so tool (Figure 2). Adjust location of the lasso and select 3 point on a fixed plane. Cubic capacity and stereo 
shape of the femoral head will be automatically generated (Figure 3 and Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 1. Raw data of CT are imported into computer software.                                                
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Figure 2. Segmenting femoral head.                                                  

 

 
Figure 3. Segmentation and volume of femoral head.                                                  

 

 
Figure 4. Spatial shape of femoral head.                                                  
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4) Identify the borders of necrotic tissues and normal tissues respectively in coronal, sagittal and axial inter-
faces. Repeat this process thrice in 2 - 3 cutting layers to define normal and necrotic tissues (Figure 5). There is 
homogeneity within the same tissue and variability on the boundary between different tissues presented by CT. 
The CT image within one tissue is defined as an assembly of interconnected homogenous pixels with maximal 
gradient value on its fringe. The computer discerns normal and necrotic tissues via searching for assemblies of 
pixels in accordance with normal and necrotic tissues. Through subsequent calculation, purchased are cubic ca-
pacities for necrotic and normal tissues and the ratio of necrotic tissue to the normal femoral head (Figure 6).  

5) Defining quadrants of femoral heads. After segmenting femoral head, software automatically defines its 
center. The algorithm establishes 3-D coordinates surrounding the center point. Then program orients 8 qua-
drants in the 3-D coordinates in accordance with the anterior-posterior, upper-lower and medial-lateral direc-
tions. Volume of necrotic tissue in each quadrant is calculated, and hence its ratio to the volume of entire ne-
crotic foci. Program marks each quadrant as q1-q8. q1-q4 are anterior. q5-q8 is posterior. Quadrant marked with 
even number is medial. Those marked with odd number is lateral. q1, 2, 5, 6 are upper quadrants. q3, 4, 7, 8 is 
lower quadrants.  

 

 
Figure 5. Identifying necrotic focus.                                                  

 

 
Figure 6. Result of segmenting the necrotic focus.                                                                                                   
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6) The software will display distribution of necrotic foci in each quadrant and corresponding proportions in 
the entire necrotic tissue (Table 1). The software can also display the 3D image of necrotic foci and those re-
spectively in 8 quadrants (Figure 7). The cursor can freely rotate the image to illustrate femoral head, its ne-
crotic foci, their spatial relationship and general distribution in each quadrant. The software can also particularly 
display the spatial contour of necrotic foci. The cursor can also freely rotate the image to illustrate it in each 
perspective (Figure 8). 

7) All those data can be saved in the main interface of the software. Repeat the abovementioned procedures 
and save all the manipulated results to assigned folders. Data can be saved in format of raw, sav and txt. The file 
containing all the information concerning the ONFH can be run either by our software or by other 3D image 
processing software such as 3Dmax and Amira. The txt file preserves data related with volume of femoral head 
and necrotic foci, ratio of necrotic foci to femoral head and volumetric proportion of necrotic foci in every qua-
drant.  

 

 
Figure 7. 3D-distribution of necrotic focus in femoral head.                                                                                                   

 

 
Figure 8. 3D-shape of necrotic focus in femoral head.                                                                                                   

 
Table 1. The proportion (distribution) of necrosis in each quadrant.                                                                                                   

Quadrant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Proportion (%) 50.82 17.59 24.05 0.44 2.71 2.71 0.00 0.00 
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2.6. Volumetric Measurements for Gross Femoral Heads and Their Necrotic Foci 
From all the patients planned for THA with collapsed femoral heads, six cases (8 hips are involved) are ran-
domly gleaned. Hip joints are scanned with 3D-CT prior to surgical operation for volumetric measuring the fe-
moral head and its necrotic foci by our software. Integral femoral head along with neck is collected during THA 
operation. Carefully discern and mark the boundary between femoral head and neck. Cut off the femoral head 
with dynamoelectric saw. Gauge the volume of femoral head and its necrotic foci with measuring glass. 

1) Immerse the femoral head into a graduate of normal saline (NS). Adjust the total volume to exactly 300 ml. 
Take out the femoral head with as little NS as possible. Measure the marginal volume of NS remained in the 
graduate. Repeat the process thrice and reckon the volume of femoral head. 

2) Divide the measured femoral head into 5 uniform pieces by dynamoelectric steel saw. Put them into gradu-
ate to measure their volumes (Figure 9). Carefully identify the proliferating sclerotic band surrounding necrotic 
tissue. Use curette and rongeur forceps to eliminate necrotic bone tissue till the sclerotic fringe. Put the remain-
ing pieces into the same graduate. Measure the marginal volume of NS (Figure 10). Volume of femoral head/ 
necrotic tissue = 300 ml-remaining volume. Convert the results to cubic millimeter.  
 

 
Figure 9. Method for measuring volume of femoral head specimen. Volume of femoral head (cm3) = 300 
ml-volume of remaining liquid.                                                                                                   

 

 
Figure 10. Method for measuring volume of necrotic focus specimen. Volume of necrotic focus (cm3) = 300 
ml-volume of remaining liquid.                                                                                                   
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2.7. Statistical Analysis 
Resort all the data got via digital simulation and gross measurement to t test. Use statistical software SAS9.1 to 
assist the analysis. Use multinomial logistic regression and decision tree analysis to summarize the correlation 
between every parameters and collapse.  

3. Results 
3.1. Reconstructing the 3D Model for Femoral Head 
Figure 11 demonstrates a 3D model for femoral head reconstructed by software. The orange part is necrotic re-
gion. The yellow region is normal part in femoral head. The necrotic focus locates within the upper-anterior re-
gion of the femoral head, coinciding with that observed in gross specimen. 

3.2. Follow-Up Outcomes 
Among the 59 cases (92 hips are involved), totally 37 cases (58 hips) are incurred with collapse of femoral 
heads. Among them 29 hips are alcohol-induced, 25 are induced by CTSs, 3 by trauma and 1 idiopathic. The rest 
22 cases (34 hips are involved) are not suffered from collapse. Among them 20 hips are induced by alcohol, 10 
are induced by CTSs, 1 by trauma and 3 idiopathic (Figure 12).  
 

 
Figure 11. 3D-model of femoral head.                                                                                                   
 

 
Figure 12. Outcome of ONFH under different pathogenesis.                                                                                                   
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3.3. Comparison between Results Measured in Gross Specimen and Those from Digital  
Simulation 

Resort the 8 hips planned for THA to 3D-CT scanning before surgical operation. Through mathematical opera-
tion, the software outputs volumetric data as 50,251.05 ± 5630.49 mm3 for femoral heads and 21,756.48 ± 
3065.88 mm3 for necrotic foci. Taken out within surgical operation, the biopsy femoral heads are grossly meas-
ured as 50,855.53 ± 6056.49 mm3 for femoral heads and 22,213.67 ± 2785.76 mm3 for necrotic foci. The volu-
metric value for femoral head got via gross measurement is 604.48 ± 114.6 mm3 higher than that via software. 
There is no statistical significance between them (paired t = −1.49, P = 0.179 > 0.05) (Figure 13). The volume-
tric value for necrotic foci got via gross measurement is 457.19 ± 84.9 mm3 higher than that via software. There 
is no statistical significance between them (paired t = −1.52, P = 0.172 > 0.05) (Figure 14).  

3.4. Ratio of Necrotic Tissue to Femoral Head (Volume of Necrotic Tissue/Volume of  
Femoral Head ×100%) under Different Pathogenesis 

Among the 92 hips inflicted by ONFH, 49 of them are caused by alcohol, with average volumetric ratio of ne-
crotic tissue as 26.74% ± 9.635% of them are caused by CTSs, with average volumetric ratio of necrotic tissue 
as 33.55% ± 5.84% of them are caused by trauma, with volumetric ratio of necrotic tissue as 40.41% ± 10.34% 
of them are idiopathic, with volumetric ratio of necrotic tissue as 18.39% ± 4.7% (Table 2). Result of one factor 
variance analysis reveals statistical significance among the volumetric ratio of necrotic tissue to femoral head  
 

 
Figure 13. Comparison between volumes of femoral head respectively measured 
in specimen and software.                                                  

 

 
Figure 14. Comparison between volumes of necrotic foci respectively measured 
in specimen and software.                                                                                                   
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Table 2. Volumetric ratios of ONFH under different pathogeneses.                                                                                                   

Reason No. of cases Necrotic vol. ratio (%) 

Alcohol 49 33.55 ± 5.8 

CTSs 35 26.74 ± 9.6 

Trauma 4 40.41 ± 10.3 

Idiopathic 4 18.39 ± 4.7 

Total 92 ----- 

 
under different pathogenesis (F = 2.720, P = 0.035 < 0.05).  

3.5. The Volumetric Ratio of Necrotic Tissues in Femoral Head and the Same Ratio in Each  
Quadrant 

Average volumetric ratio for the collapsed 58 hips is 36.8% ± 12.5%. That for the not collapsed hips is 17.3% ± 
5.2%. Among the collapsed femoral heads, necrotic tissue in q1 accounts for 23.4% ± 8.7% of the entire necrotic 
tissue. q2 accounts for 23.6% ± 11.7%. q3 accounts for 12.1% ± 8.1%. q4 accounts for 14.4% ± 7.9%. q5 ac-
counts for 9.0% ± 6.8%. q6 accounts for 11.8% ± 7.9%. q7 accounts for 1.6% ± 2.6%. q8 accounts for 3.9% ± 
5.3%. Among the not collapsed femoral heads, necrotic tissue in q1 accounts for 34.2% ± 5.8% of the entire ne-
crotic tissue. q2 accounts for 29.6% ± 14.9%. q3 accounts for 11.8% ± 9.8%. q4 accounts for 11.3% ± 12.1%. q5 
accounts for 6.0% ± 8.1%. q6 accounts for 6.0% ± 6.8%. q7 accounts for 0.5% ± 2.5%. q8 accounts for 0.4% ± 
1.3%. Through multinomial logistic regression, volumetric ratios of femoral head are closely related to collapse 
with P < 0.01. Ratio of necrotic foci distributed in q2 is also closely related to collapse with P < 0.01 (Table 3 
and Figure 15). We set “end” as dependent variable, with “true” standing for collapse and “false” for not col-
lapse. We set “age”, “reason”, “volumetric ratio” and distribution of necrotic foci in q1-q8 as dependent va-
riables. Through decision tree analysis, we find out that the volumetric ratio and the distribution of necrotic foci 
in q2 are closely related to collapse. There is a watershed when the volumetric ratio = 23.48%. Among the 56 
hips with volumetric ratio of necrotic tissue greater than 23.48%, 53 end in collapse. Among the 30 hips with 
volumetric ratio of necrotic tissue no more than 23.48% and distribution in q2 no more than 45.13%, no collapse 
occurs. Among the remaining 6 hips with volumetric ratio no more than 23.48% and distribution in q2 greater 
than 45.13%, 5 end in collapse (Figure 16).  

3.6. How Is the Shape of Necrotic Foci Related to Pathogenesis and Collapse? 
The 3D images for necrotic foci of the 92 hips are reconstructed by the measuring software. Observed in differ-
ent aspects, spatial shape of the necrotic foci can be categorized into vault, sublobe, dumbbell, ball and petal 
shapes (Figure 17 and Table 4).  

Testified by chi-square text, there is no statistical difference among all kinds of shapes of necrotic foci caused 
by alcohol (Χ2 = 5.01, P > 0.05). The same kinds of shapes of necrotic foci in ONFH caused by CTSs, trauma 
and idiopathic reasons are also cleared of any statistical difference (Χ2 = 9.31 and P > 0.05 for CTSs, Χ2 = 9.08 
and P > 0.05 for trauma, Χ2 = 3.46 and P > 0.05 for idiopathic reasons). Among the femoral heads end in col-
lapse, there is statistical difference for all the kinds of shapes (Χ2 = 9.51, 0.01 < P < 0.05). There is no statistical 
difference among the femoral heads without collapse (Χ2 = 4.35, P > 0.05). 

4. Discussion 
ONFH usually progresses latently, characterized by ischemia of medulla and necrosis of bone trabeculae. CT 
and MRI are important measures to diagnose ONFH in early stage. MRI is particularly sensitive to ONFH in 
early stage and discovers it ahead of other means. Although the deviation is too large to accurately incarnate the 
volume of necrotic foci, there are some measures reported to forecast collapse of femoral head via iconographic 
analysis. Some other means have high precision but their practicality is compromised. Insufficient quantitative 
methods to orientate and measures volume of necrotic foci leads to controversy about treatment for ONFH. Our 
research intends to explore an efficacious, intuitive and practical way to accurately measure the volume, dis-  
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Table 3. The logistic procedure summary of stepwise selection.                                                                                                   

 Effect Number Score  Variable 

Step Entered DF In Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq Label 

1 volume 1 1 41.8192 <0.0001 volume 

2 q 2 1 2 10.1273 0.0015 q 2 

 
Table 4. The distribution of necroses in femoral head.                                                                                                   

 Alcohol CTSs Trauma Idiopathic Collapsed Non-collapsed 

Vault 21 23 1 1 30 16 

Sublobe 6 3 0 0 4 5 

Dumbbell 7 2 0 0 6 3 

Ball 8 6 3 2 12 7 

Petal 7 1 0 1 6 3 

Total 49 35 4 4 58 34 

 

 
Figure 15. Regression coefficient of every parameter in logistic regressive equation.                                                  
 

 
Figure 16. Analytic result from decision tree.                                                                                                   
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Figure 17. Shapes of ONFH. (a) Vault, (b) Sublobe, (c) Dumbbell, (d) Ball, 
(e) Petal.                                                               

 
tribution and shape of necrotic foci and therefore to forecast the risk of collapse.  

4.1. Forecasting Risk of Collapse by Measuring the Area of Necrotic Tissue 
1) Kerboul et al. reported the method of summing angles of necrotic tissues in 1974 [3]. They measured the 

angles of the affected area in anteroposterior film and lateral radiograph. Scale of affected area is indicated by 
sum of the two angles. They concluded that if sum of the two angles is greater than 200˚, collapse is very likely 
to happen. Otherwise, if it is less than 160˚, risk of collapse decreases to bring about better prognosis. 

2) Steinberg et al put forward staging method in 1984 to reflect the volume of necrotic tissues [4]. The ARCO 
staging system which is widely used nowadays also reflected the volume of necrotic tissues. It uses Roman 
numerals I, II, III, IV to indicate the stage and degree of necrosis. Letters A, B and C indicate area of necrosis. A 
indicates necrotic area less than 15%. B is between 15% and 30%. C is greater than 30%.  

3) Sugano et al. put forward the superficial ratio method in 1994 [5] [6]. They performed a retrospective study 
on a group of patients based on the percentage of necrotic foci in entire femoral head surveyed by anteroposte-
rior film and lateral radiograph. After 3 years of follow-up, they made two conclusions. One is that the percen-
tage of necrotic tissues in collapse group is significantly greater than that in the group without collapse. The 
other is that the critical value for collapse is contingent on the position of necrosis.  

These abovementioned methods are easy to popularize because they are based on mere plain films. But they 
cannot actually reflect the volume and position of necrotic foci. Moreover, prognosis based on mere plain film 
cannot duly and precisely precaution collapse because plain film cannot reflect necrotic characters until it 
reaches stage II, more often stage III [7].  

4) Based on coronal T1-weighted MR image, risk of collapse can be judged on the signal and proportion of 
necrotic tissue to the weight-bearing surface. Shimizu et al studied 66 hips suffered from ONFH. After average-
ly 32 months of follow-up, 32% resulted in collapse [2] [8]. All these collapsed femoral heads had their necrotic 
tissues extending beyond one third of the weight-bearing surface. Among the femoral heads with their necrotic 
tissues extending beyond two thirds of the weight-bearing surface and one fourth diameter of femoral head, 74% 
resulted in collapse. They also found out that collapsing risk is the highest if T1-weight image presents mixed 
signal. The risk decreases with high signal. The lowest risk is associated with low signal.  

5) Measuring percentage of necrotic area, necrotic index and modified necrotic index based on MRI. 
Measure to segment out tissues of interest has been reported by Li et al. A CT scan was done on mandible. 

This CT dataset in DICOM format was imported into Mimics 10.0 software in which a 3-D model of the facial 
skeleton was reconstructed and the mandible was segmented out [9]. Hereby percentage of necrotic area is 
measured by dividing the area of necrotic tissue by the entire femoral head in coronal and sagittal T1-weighted 
MRI. Through retrospective study on 56 cases of which the femoral heads were preserved, Li et al. found out 
that T1-weighted MRI can be used to forecast collapse of femoral heads in stage I and II of ONFH [10]. There is 
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high risk when the necrotic percentage is greater than 60%. The risk is medium when it is between 30% and 
60%. The femoral head is somewhat free of collapse if the percentage is below 30%. Index for the extent of ne-
crosis = (A/180) × (B/180) × 100. Center point of femoral head is set as reference on the intermediate layer of 
T1-weighted MRI, angles for the necrotic regions are measured as A on coronal plane and B on sagittal plane. 
The layer involving maximal region of necrosis substitutes the intermediate layer as for the modified index for 
the extent of necrosis [11]. Comparing the abovementioned 3 methods, Cherian et al. thought the modified index 
for the extent of necrosis is the most reliable. However, difficulties to judge the layer involving maximal region 
of necrosis and to measure the extent thereof weakens it operability [12].  

4.2. Forecasting Collapse through Measuring Volume of Necrotic Regions in Femoral Head 
It is difficult to accurately describe and quantify the location and volume of necrotic foci in femoral head no 
matter through plain film or MRI. Consequently, prognosis preservation of femoral head cannot be authentically 
estimated. Hernigou et al. delineated boundaries between necrotic and normal tissues on MRI and input it into 
software. Volume of necrotic foci is got by sum of multiplying area of necrotic foci by depth of stratum [13]. 
Because boundary between necrotic and normal tissue is characterized by serpiginous low signal zones on 
T1-weight MRI, the authors believe that MRI can accurately measure the volume of necrotic foci with low error 
rate. 

Thanks to development of computer technique, Mahdian et al. performed 3D analysis of the temporomandi-
bular joint (TMJ) of patient undergoing surgery with subtotal TMJ replacement. They gave a suitable formula-
tion of mathematical model, which describes the changes of stresses in TMJ incurred after the surgery [14]. Ear-
lier, Nishii et al. reconstructed 3D image of necrotic foci in 2002 [15]. They adopted measures similar to that of 
Hernigou except for using 3D coordinate to indicate extent and distribution of necrotic foci. After 2 years of 
follow-ups with 65 hips in 47 cases and multiple regression analysis, they concluded that volume of necrotic 
tissues significantly related to collapse. There is high risk of collapse if the ratio of necrotic tissue is greater than 
30%. Risk of collapse closely relates to center of gravity of the necrotic foci if the ratio is less than 30%. Col-
lapse is imminent if the center of gravity of necrotic focus situates between 40˚ and 70˚ of latitude and 50˚ and 
100˚ of longitude, which is the anterior upper position of femoral head.  

After comparing abovementioned ways forecasting collapse of femoral head, David R. Steinberg believes that 
it is the most reliable to measure the volume of necrotic tissue [16]. Measuring the angle of necrotic tissue has 
the greatest error. While the method invented by Hernigou or Nishii is too difficult to manipulate for clinical 
practice, which is deemed by the inventors themselves [15]. 

The software developed in our research is oriented by clinical practice and guided by iconographic characters 
of ONFH. Based on grey level of necrotic and normal tissues, we constructed 3D model of femoral head and 
calculated the volumetric ratio of necrotic foci to entire femoral head. Besides, distribution of necrotic foci in 
each quadrant and their shape facilitate forecasting collapse of femoral head. By visualizing the spatial shape 
and location of necrotic foci, this software can help surgeons precisely cleaning up necrosis. Measuring each 
sample thrice can minimize errors, which accords with reports by Hernigou and Nishii [15]. 

In current research, we forecast collapse of femoral head according to volume of necrotic foci. Through mul-
tinomial logistic regression and decision tree analysis, collapse of femoral head is found to closely relate to vo-
lumetric ratio and distribution in quadrant 2 of necrotic tissue and it is statistically significant. In order to re-
move any human factor affecting the result, the data were processed with decision tree analysis. The result coin-
cides with Nishii’s. Therefore, detecting volume, shape and location of necrotic foci with 3D graphics is valua-
ble to forecast collapse of femoral head with necrotic foci of small or medial scale.  

4.3. Volume and Etiology of Femoral Head 
Computer can setup and modify models to calculate and simulate musculoskeletal bodies and forces thereof and 
to transfer them to a finite element model for etiological and prognostic analyses. Kunze et al. created pelvis 
model from a hemipelvis CT dataset to examine different effects when standing up from three different seat 
heights [17]. As for our study, despite numerous etiologies believed to underlie ONFH, none of them is definite. 
There is no report regarding consistency of etiology with extent and volume of necrosis. Studying 58 hips of 
ONFH, Zhao et al. found that necrosis often occurred in fossa of femoral head and juncture between femoral 
head and neck and shared similar pathological characters without statistical difference as for extent, thickness 
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and hyperplasia [18]. Through angiographic study, Atsumi et al. found that all ischemic necrosis in ONFH was 
caused by angiemphraxis of feeding artery [19].  

In our study, we found statistical difference for volumetric ratio of necrosis among ONFH caused by different 
pathogenesis. Some researchers believe that volume of necrosis in traumatic ONFH hinges on level and extent 
of feeding artery damaged [20]. Volume of necrosis in traumatic ONFH is obviously bigger than those caused 
by other pathogenesis because the superior retinacular ramus of medial circumflex femoral arteries is very likely 
to be damaged by trauma. Therefore, it will incur large scale necrosis because this impaired blood supply cannot 
be compensated by other arteries [21]. Nonetheless, the limited traumatic cases available in our study could 
cause statistical error, which necessitates further study to reveal correlation between necrotic volume and pa-
thogenesis. 

4.4. Shape of Necrosis and Risk of Collapse 
The shape of ischemic necrosis of femoral head has seldom been reported. We believe that the shape is related 
with distribution and scope of damaged vessels. No matter caused by trauma or not, impaired blood supply is 
major pathogenesis for ischemic necrosis in ONFH [22]. Sevitt et al. found out that blood supply in femoral 
head consisted of minute blood vessel formed by rami of major vessels such as superior and inferior retinacular 
artery [23]. Each vessel has its supplying realm relative independent from others although there are vascular 
anastomoses. In the anatomical perspective, blood supply in femoral head is relatively poor. Once vessels sup-
plying femoral head are damaged by pathological factors such as CTSs, collateral circulation cannot be effec-
tively established. Mean while, because of the special vascularity of femoral head, retinacular arteries form ba-
silar artery ring at the junction between head and neck of femur [24]. They form arched arterial rete via vascular 
anastomosis at the deep stratum of articular cartilage, where they form anastomoses with nutrient and epiphyseal 
arteries [25].  

Because of the special vascularity in femoral head, ischemic necrosis tends to happen when the impaired vas-
cularity cannot be compensated. As for the vault-shaped necrosis which subchondrally distributes, it could be 
ischemic necrosis caused by damage of subcartilaginous vault-shaped arterial rete originated from retinacular 
artery. As for the ball-shaped necrosis, we found that the necrotic range was extended, distribution of which 
coincided with multilayer arched arterial rete. We think it is caused by damage of corresponding arteries. 
Among the 4 cases of traumatic necrosis in our study, 3 present this shape because superior retinacular artery is 
usually damaged in traumatic ONFH [26]. Once this artery is damaged, blood supplied by the arched arterial 
rete comprising its terminal branches is interrupted. The wide-bound ischemia incurred thereby will lead to 
bulky necrotic foci equiform with femoral head. The dumbbell-shaped and sublobe-shaped necrotic foci could 
be caused by arterial injury in different distribution area. With further damage of blood supply, the necrotic foci 
connected. Sometimes it also could be result of compensation by other arteries. The petal-shaped necrosis ap-
pears smooth in cross-section CT. There is obvious continuous sclerotic zone along its borderline, suggesting its 
correlation with focal reparation.  

Regarding collapse, there is statistical difference among different shapes of necrosis. Vault-shaped necrosis is 
the most apt to collapse, followed by ball-shaped necrosis. Their curved surfaces are parallel with and close to 
the cartilaginous surface of femoral head and have bulkier foci. Therefore they bear stronger compressive stress.  

4.5. Principle for Distinguish and Segment Necrosis in CT Imagery by Software 
Thanks to successful application of diagnostic image in clinical practice, image segmentation plays a more and 
more important role in it. Kale et al. reported automatic image methods to segment human facial tissue which 
contains very thin anatomic structures, applying to images from both MRI and CT [27]. Such method is not only 
indispensable to extract quantitative information of special tissues from images but also premise and prepro-
cessing of visualization. Because of its principle and specificity of its objectives, medical imaging is affected by 
noise, field deflection and local action. It is also inevitably marked by blur and inhomogeneity. Moreover, com-
plicated anatomical structure and individual difference conflict difficulties upon medical image segmentation. 
Conventional imaging techniques are doomed to fail or be specially processed. Therefore some researchers put 
forward some practical algorithms for segmentation in recent years [28].  

CT image is made up of pixels, each of which has a CT value to reflect X-ray absorptivity and attenuation of 
tissues. There are some algorithms independent of pixel such as Lloréns et al. presents a new automatic method 
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based on fuzzy connectedness object extraction and mathematical morphology processing to estimate the path of 
the nerve and cross-sectional views to segment the jaw tissues [29]. While our method is based on different CT 
value of pixels tissues because of their distinct absorptivity and attenuation to X-ray. The CT value of pixels in 
the same tissue is approximately homogenous. Pixels contrast each other across the border of different tissues, 
which endows CT to discriminate different tissues. Gradient value reflects the disparity among pixels. Greater 
the gradient value is, more possible it is the pixel locates on the edge of different tissues. Object on CT image is 
defined as assembly of connected pixels, with homogenous values inside it and maximal gradient value on the 
edge of it. We identify objects on CT image complying with this definition. Segmenting different objects on 
medical image should follow their individual characteristics. There is no such a method universally suitable for 
segmenting all objects. We adopt the method of deformable surface to segment femoral head [30]. This method 
can search for assembly of pixels with the greatest gradient value by adjusting its form. When the summed gra-
dient value is maximal on the surface, it is the boundary between necrotic and normal tissues. Method of de-
formable surface is the major topic in medical image segmentation. It is proved optimal to identify object with 
distinct borders in medical image, therefore suitable to segment femoral head. Segmenting necrotic region is 
implemented by the method of region growing and graph cut. The principle for region growing is to construct 
region dot by assembling pixels with similar property. Those surrounding the seed pixels with similar property 
are merged into one region. In our study, red seed pixel grows in necrotic region and blue seed pixel grows in 
normal region. This method is featured with efficiency, accuracy and simple computation. Principle for the me-
thod of graph cut is to segment image via graph theory, which regards every pixel as a node of the image. Graph 
cut is to seek assembly of connected nodes with the most homogenous CT value interiorly and sharp contrast on 
the border. Graph cut arises in recent years on account of its good effect on the realm of computer vision and 
medical image segmentation [31]. Graph cut is suited for segmenting necrotic region in femoral head because it 
can promptly and accurately segment objects with irregular shape. To maximize its practicality, we gave priority 
to automation, foolproof and economization when developing this medical image segmenting software. Given 
130 pieces of picture in DICOM format in a 3D-CT of femoral head, our software can accomplish discrimina-
tion and segmentation within 3 minutes. 

4.6. Applying Decision Tree Analysis to Medical Statistics 
Present medical diagnosis remains within the confines of actual inspection, which is to identify specific pathol-
ogy. Nowadays clinicians need to investigate interactions between indices when system biology gradually subs-
titutes for reductionism. Data mining provides new technology for this issue.  

Decision tree algorithm is a subfield of data mining, suitable for categorizing high dimensional data [32]. It is 
qualified with promptness, precision and simply generative scheme. It is inductive learning algorithm based on 
clinical instance, inferring classification rules in form of decision tree from a set of disordered and random in-
stance. It adopts the pattern of recursive descent, comparing attribute values at internal node, judging descending 
branch from this node according to respective attribute values and arriving at a conclusion at leaf node. There-
fore the path from root to leaf node corresponds with a conjunctive law and the entire decision tree corresponds 
with a group of laws for disjunctive expressions.  

Compared with other categorizing methods, decision tree is swift, accurate and easily transformed to classi-
fying rules. Decision tree approaches in common use include J48, ID3, C4.5 and CART. Among them, J48 is 
all-important one and widely used in medical data. Chen et al. established diagnostic tree via combining symp-
toms and diagnostic message with accuracy over 90% [33]. Its advantages include rapidly establishing intuitive 
and terminal diagnostic system from medical data. Meanwhile it provides accuracy to facilitate clinical diagno-
sis and attribution of terminal events. In our research, we utilized J48 decision tree to perform data mining, thus 
screening out indices most correlated with collapse of femoral head, such as volumetric ratio of necrotic tissues 
in femoral head and its distribution in quadrant 2. The major-minor relation among these indices should be har-
monized. The volumetric ratio of necrotic tissues to entire femoral head should be in major order where it is 
greater than 23.48% and distribution of necrotic tissues in quadrant 2 should be in minor order. Here is the point 
of inflection for their major-minor correlation. When the volumetric ratio of necrotic tissue is less than 23.48%, 
the deciding factor switches to distribution of necrotic tissues in quadrant 2. Hence q2 holds the major order un-
til it is less than 45.13%. When distribution of necrotic tissue in q2 is less than 45.13%, there is no collapse and 
vice versa. A simple model is thus created to present comprehensibly different prognoses, which few data analy-
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sis method could parallel.  
Computer-aided image analyses have been implemented to disentangle many orthopedic etiologies such as 

instability mechanisms for dislocation under reproducible, physiologically realistically boundary condition. 
Herrmann et al. introduced a novel testing approach by means of a hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) simulation in-
volving a highly flexible mechatronic testing system to enable comparable investigations of different total hip 
and knee replacements [34]. Besides, computerized 3D reconstruction of CT image can be utilized to measure 
and locate necrotic foci in femoral head. This method can distinguish lesion in early stage through abnormal 
structure of trabeculae such as cluster and stellate formation. Besides, its competitive edge lies in revealing cor-
relation between necrotic foci and surrounding structures. Although not as sensitive as MRI to early pathology, 
3D-CT can judge progression of disease and less time-consuming and costly. Equipped with image segmenta-
tion and automatic recognition, it needs less manual operation than those reported by other literature, availing to 
its popularization [30].  

There is also some fault in our study. We used ONFH in stage ARCO II, which limited the availability for 
cases. We used collapse in stage III diagnosed by image as endpoint. Most patients had undergone decompres-
sion operation on medulla heretofore, which could exert an influence upon the final result. Some error could 
occur when software automatically identifies configuration on CT image. To classify shapes of necrotic tissues 
requires a large number of samples which is not sufficient enough in our research. 

5. Conclusions 
1) CT imaging software can precisely reconstruct 3D-model of femoral head, assisting orthopedic clinician 

intuitively and spatially apprehend distribution, location and shape of necrotic tissues in femoral head. 
2) Based on the 3D-model of ONFH, we can precisely figure out the volume of necrotic tissue and its distri-

bution in each quadrant. This result is reliable and tallies with that measured on specimen.  
3) Our study shows that collapse of femoral head closely relates to volume of necrotic tissues. Risk of col-

lapse is as high as 94% when volumetric ratio of necrotic tissue exceeds 23%. 
4) Location of necrotic tissue plays a pivotal role in progression of disease when volume of necrotic tissue is 

less than 23%. Risk of collapse of is as high as 83% if 45% of necrotic tissue locates within anterior-medi- 
al-upper section (quadrant 2). 

5) The mechanism for different pathogeneses incarnating themselves in distinguish shapes is inexplicit. It may 
be correlated with lesion of blood vessels in different location. Overall necrotic foci in vault shape are suscepti-
ble to collapse. 

6) Furnished with modern techniques such as medical image segmentation and automatic recognition, mea-
suring software can nimbly divide and calculate the volumes of femoral head and its necrotic foci. Its applica-
tion is instructive in forecasting prognoses for ONFH which confounds orthopedic practitioners. 
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